FIRST HALF PAGE OF SIR PHILIP SIDNEYS DEFENCE OF THE EARL
OF LEICESTER.
This Defence was believed to have survived only in a contemporary transcript, until the
original was discovered in 1924 when the Russell of Aden MSS were examined for
" Elizabethan England."
The Pcnshurst MS. belonging to Lord De L'lslc and Dudley, being in the script of Sir Robert
Sidney, it occurred to the present writer that another of Sir Robert's descendants, Mrs. Russell, might
possess Sir Philip's first draft of the Defence.
After comparison with other examples of the handwritings of both the Sidney brothers, the
Russell MS. was discovered to be the "lost" original.
Mrs. Russell in 1926 sold at Sotheby's to Messrs. Quaritch, for ^1,520, the hitherto neglected
volume of MS in which the Defence was bound.
The holograph MS having so long been thought to have perished, the discovery would have
been recognised as of great interest had the subject been understood by the public. But only now is
this Defence brought into juxtaposition with the libel to which it is Sidney's answer.
The still usual assertion that the Defence is futile, and is only concerned wih genealogical
matters, is the less accountable, as the Penshurst MS was published in full by Collins in 1746 in
"Letters & Memorials of State".
In 1926 a suggestion was made that the entire holograph MS of Sir Philip should be reproduced
in collotype in "Elizabethan England". But on comparing it with Collins's printed version, the
present writer found that the variations were of orthography and not of matter. It suffices therefore
to give in collotype the first half page, in which Sidney emphasises that the abuse comes from a
libeller who dare not sign his name; and is directed against one whose name is so linked with the
service of Queen Elizabeth that to "go about to undermine the one" is to attack the other.
Incongruously, all Sidney's biographers from Zouch in 1808 up to the most recent, have been
influenced by the unnamed libeller, instead of studying the answer made by Sidney.
Sidney's MS presents no difficulty to a reader accustomed to his hand; but the subjoined line by
line transcript (with the same crossings out as the original,) will help a novice to read it:
of late There hath been printed a book in form of dialog to the def(aming)
of the Earl of Lester &ftfe least full of the most vyle reproaches
which e&ke? a witt used to wicked and filthy thoughtes can imagin.
in such manner truly, y* if the autor had as well fained new
names as he doth new matters a man might well have thought his
only meaning had been to have giun a lyvely picture of the uttermost
degree of railing.  A thing contemptible in the doer as proceeding from.
a base and wicked tonge and such a tong as in the speaking dares
not speak his own name,  odious to all estates since no man
beares a name of wct name how unfitli so ever to the person
by an impudent Lyer any thing may not be spoken, by all
good Laws sharpU punishd and by all ciuill companies lyke a
poisenous serpent auoided.  but to the Earl himself in the eies
of any man who with deer iudgmentes can valew thinges a trew
'and sound honour grows out of these dishonourable falshods.  since he
mai iustly say w&fe as a worthy senatour of Rome once in Lyke case
did that no man these twenty yeares hath born a hatefull
hart to this estate, but that at the same tyme he hath shewd
His enmity to this Earl doing testifying therebi that singular honour unto
him that his faith is so lynked to her Maties seruice
[that to go] about to undermyne the one is [to attack the other].
(13) E. M. Tenison's "Elizabethan England," III, i. 6(c).

